
QUALIFYING AND NON--QUALIFYING RATES

A qualifying room rate is a rate that is eligible for IHG® Rewards Club points or airline miles. A non--qualifying room
rate is not eligible for either. The table below lists most rates and whether or not they are eligible for points.

Automation was implemented in the IHG® Rewards Club operating system (Loyalty Connect) to ensure a member
receives points or miles 100% of the time when they pay for their stay with a qualified rate, according to the qualified
rate definition in the IHG® Rewards Club Standards and Reference Guide.

If an attempt is made to waive points on a qualified rate, the following error message will be displayed to the user: ROOM
PAY PTS IND change not allowed.

Rate Type Description Pay Points
Yes No

Best Flexible Rate The Best Flexible Rate as established by an individual hotel 
and entered into the HOLIDEX Plus system. It is a market 

driven rate and is established as a Flat Rate Code.

Corporate Gold Rate The rate provided to Corporate Gold Accounts, which is a 
discount ranging from 5 to 14.5% off of the Best Flexible Rate.

Global Sales 
(Worldwide Sales) 

Negotiated Rate (KNR)

Any rate centrally coordinated through Worldwide Sales as a 
negotiated rate between certain hotels and a Corporate Gold 

Account or Key Account company. These are rates which have a
corporate identification number attached.

Federal Government, State
& Provincial Government 

Rates
BTA / Consortia The rates extended by a hotel to volume producing travel 

agencies for the agency's corporate customers.

Retail (Public) Rates Rate Categories include, but are not limited to, BEST 4 
BREAKFAST, GREAT RATES, Advance Purchase and Advance 
Booking. Rate programs are available to the general public 

and may vary by regions.

Buy / Get Offers (BOGO) The rate associated with leisure programs offering one or more
free nights, or stays at a reduced rate with the purchase of one 

or more nights at a specific rate. Available at participating
hotels only. The points will be awarded on the purchased nights

only.

On 
purchased 
night only

Conference and Meeting 
Rates

The individual hotels offer associations, corporate groups and 
social groups (e.g. weddings, reunions, SMERFES: Social, 

Military, Education, Religious, Fraternal, Ethnic & Sports). 
Points will not be paid when an individual’s room charges are 

paid as part of a master folio for the meeting.* If the rate 
negotiated is a discount of greater than 30% off of the 

published Best Flexible Rate, the hotel may exclude IHG® 
Rewards Club points as part of the negotiation. **



Hotels may choose to award points for non--qualifying rates at their discretion.

* An individual will not receive points or miles if his/her folio is centrally billed to a Master Folio. At hotels outside of the
U.S. and Canada, an individual will receive points or miles only for the room in which he/she physically stays. At U.S. and
Canada hotels (except InterContinental), points or miles can be collected on all eligible charges for multiple hotel rooms
(less than 10) provided those rooms are used in conjunction with the member’s stay at the same hotel, and that their
IHG® Rewards Club member number is recorded on each reservation, or the charges from those multiple room
reservations are referred to on the hotel room bill associated with the member’s reservation.

** When an individual Hotel Special Contract Rate is negotiated it is the responsibility of the company to inform their
employees that IHG® Rewards Club points or airline miles have been negotiated out of the rate and therefore will
not be awarded. Refer to Terms and Conditions for full details.

Individual Hotel Contract 
Rate (Locally Negotiated 

Rates – LNR)

Locally negotiated contract rates between a company or 
group and a hotel. This rate applies to both individual and 

group stays and is a rate negotiated on a basis similar to the 
Net Wholesale Rate. Also excludes Long Stay Contract Rates. If
the rate negotiated is a discount of greater than 30% off of the

published Best Flexible Rate, the hotel may exclude IHG® 
Rewards Club points as part of the negotiation. **

Bonus Points Package A non--discounted room rate with bonus IHG® Rewards Club
points as a value add.

Net Wholesale Individual 
and Group Rate

The rate provided to wholesalers for packages to be resold to 
individual consumers or groups at participating hotels.

Net Wholesale Rate Discounted internet rates offered to third party websites sold 
as hotel only such as Travelocity, Travelweb, Orbitz, etc.

TPI/Opaque Rates Rates sold to certified third party websites offering an opaque 
product (price or brand shielded) such as Travelocity, Orbitz, 

etc.

Employee Discount Rate

Friends and Family Rate

Crew Rate A rate contracted by a hotel for airline, trucking, rail, film, etc 
crews

Seasonal Worker / Crew 
Rate

A rate provided for migrant worker teams or small worker 
groups for temporary, seasonal periods.

50% Travel Club Discounts 
Rate

A rate negotiated by a hotel included in entertainment 
discount booklets distributed on a national or regional basis 

(e.g. ENCORE entertainment booklet).

Distressed Passenger Rate The rate negotiated between a hotel and an airline to 
accommodate passengers displaced due to cancelled flights, 

closed airports, etc.
Complimentary Nights

IHG® Rewards Club Reward Stays that are a result of a frequency award.
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